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Transcription factors (TFs) regulate the expression of genes through sequence-specific interactions with DNA-binding
sites. However, despite recent progress in identifying in vivo TF binding sites by microarray readout of chromatin im-
munoprecipitation (ChIP-chip), nearly half of all known yeast TFs are of unknown DNA-binding specificities, and many
additional predicted TFs remain uncharacterized. To address these gaps in our knowledge of yeast TFs and their cis
regulatory sequences, we have determined high-resolution binding profiles for 89 known and predicted yeast TFs, over
more than 2.3 million gapped and ungapped 8-bp sequences (‘‘k-mers’’). We report 50 new or significantly different direct
DNA-binding site motifs for yeast DNA-binding proteins and motifs for eight proteins for which only a consensus se-
quence was previously known; in total, this corresponds to over a 50% increase in the number of yeast DNA-binding
proteins with experimentally determined DNA-binding specificities. Among other novel regulators, we discovered pro-
teins that bind the PAC (Polymerase A and C) motif (GATGAG) and regulate ribosomal RNA (rRNA) transcription and
processing, core cellular processes that are constituent to ribosome biogenesis. In contrast to earlier data types, these
comprehensive k-mer binding data permit us to consider the regulatory potential of genomic sequence at the individual
word level. These k-mer data allowed us to reannotate in vivo TF binding targets as direct or indirect and to examine TFs’
potential effects on gene expression in ;1700 environmental and cellular conditions. These approaches could be adapted
to identify TFs and cis regulatory elements in higher eukaryotes.

[Supplemental material is available online at www.genome.org and at http://thebrain.bwh.harvard.edu/. Gene expres-
sion microarray data have been submitted to the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/)
database under accession no. GSE13684. Protein-binding microarray data are available at http://thebrain.bwh.harvard.
edu/ and in the UniPROBE database, http://thebrain.bwh.harvard.edu/uniprobe/.]

Transcription factors (TFs) are major regulators that control critical

cellular processes and responses to environmental conditions. TFs

control the expression of their target genes by binding to cis reg-

ulatory elements in a sequence-specific manner. Thus, TFs and

their DNA-binding sites are of central importance for gene regu-

lation, and intensive efforts have been invested in identifying TF

binding sites.

S. cerevisiae is an important model organism in understanding

fundamental biological pathways and transcriptional regulatory

networks (Ideker et al. 2001; Harbison et al. 2004; MacIsaac et al.

2006; Workman et al. 2006), developing genome sequence anal-

ysis algorithms (Cliften et al. 2003; Kellis et al. 2003) that are

subsequently applied to the genomes of higher organisms, and

considering regulatory sequence evolution (Gasch et al. 2004;

Tanay et al. 2005). However, even in S. cerevisiae, in which tran-

scriptional regulation has been studied extensively both compu-

tationally (Hughes et al. 2000a; Cliften et al. 2003; Kellis et al.

2003; Beer and Tavazoie 2004) and experimentally using tradi-

tional and high-throughput genomic approaches (for review, see

Bulyk 2006), the identities of the TFs that regulate major func-

tional categories of genes or coexpressed genes remain unknown.

For example, the PAC motif was identified nearly two decades ago

(Dequard-Chablat et al. 1991) and computational studies have

associated it with regulation of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) processing

genes (Hughes et al. 2000a; Pilpel et al. 2001; Beer and Tavazoie

2004), but the trans factor(s) that bind this motif have remained

unknown. A number of studies have utilized chromatin immu-

noprecipitation (ChIP) followed by microarray (ChIP-chip) (Ren
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et al. 2000; Iyer et al. 2001; Lieb et al. 2001) to experimentally

identify genomic regions occupied by TFs in vivo in the examined

condition through either direct or indirect association with DNA;

however, computational analysis of the binding data from those

studies failed to yield sequence-specific binding motifs for half of

the ;200 known yeast TFs (Harbison et al. 2004; MacIsaac et al.

2006).

Most of the available ChIP-chip data on yeast TFs was

obtained using array technology that provides TF binding data for

entire intergenic regions. More recently, ChIP coupled with

higher-density tiling arrays (Pokholok et al. 2005; Borneman et al.

2007) or with new generation sequencing technologies (ChIP-seq

[ Johnson et al. 2007], ChIP-paired-end diTag [ChIP-PET] [Wei et al.

2006]) has permitted higher resolution identification of in vivo TF

binding sites. However, relatively few TFs have been examined by

these higher resolution approaches, and the resulting data can still

leave a challenge in distinguishing direct binding sites from those

bound indirectly. Consequently, the functions and condition-

specific regulatory roles of many known yeast TFs, even those with

previously characterized binding specificities, are still not well

understood, and many predicted TFs remain uncharacterized.

Moreover, even well-studied TFs’ DNA-binding preferences are

often not sufficiently characterized to be able to accurately assess

the consequences of nucleotide substitutions in their known

binding sites, and a model of the binding preferences is typically

generated based upon only a few dozen known binding sites.

Here we report high-resolution DNA-binding profiles and

motifs for 89 TFs, utilizing protein-binding microarray (PBM)

technology (Bulyk et al. 2001; Mukherjee et al. 2004) that covers

all possible contiguous 8-mers and a large variety of gapped 8-mers

(Berger et al. 2006). Briefly, custom-designed oligonucleotide ar-

rays (Philippakis et al. 2008) are converted to double-stranded

DNA arrays, incubated with GST-TF fusion protein in an in vitro-

binding reaction, stained with fluorophore-conjugated anti-GST

antibody, and scanned in a microarray scanner, followed by

quantification of array signal intensities and sequence analysis

(Berger et al. 2006). The resulting PBM data not only provide

comprehensive DNA-binding preferences over all possible DNA-

binding site variants, but also identify previously undiscovered

DNA-binding proteins and their DNA-binding specificities, in-

cluding two newly discovered TFs that bind to PAC sites and reg-

ulate rRNA processing genes. We predict the potential target genes,

regulatory roles, and condition specificities of these TFs using their

8-mer binding profiles. While current PBM technology assesses

the direct binding of protein to nucleosome-free DNA on the

surface of arrays, PBM data on TFs’ direct DNA-binding preferences

in vitro are complementary to in vivo ChIP-based studies that

provide information on both direct and indirect TF occupancy in

particular conditions. We show that PBM data can be used to

further interpret ChIP-chip data in order to distinguish likely di-

rect versus indirect binding targets. Our extensive PBM k-mer data

provide a valuable resource for future studies of transcriptional

regulatory networks.

Results

DNA-binding specificity survey of known and predicted yeast
transcription factors

To address major gaps in our knowledge of yeast TFs and their cis

regulatory sequences, we have determined the comprehensive

DNA-binding sequence specificities of 89 known and predicted

yeast TFs using custom-designed universal protein-binding micro-

arrays (PBMs) (Bulyk et al. 1999; Mukherjee et al. 2004; Berger et al.

2006). This data set constitutes the high-confidence data that we

obtained from a DNA-binding specificity survey of 246 candidate

TFs that we examined in this study (Supplemental Fig. S1, S2;

Supplemental Table S1). Our survey included 157 proteins for

which we did not obtain k-mer binding profiles that met our

conservative acceptance criteria (Supplemental Methods). Our

criteria for including candidate regulatory proteins in this survey

were permissive and likely included proteins that do not bind

DNA sequence specifically, if at all. Indeed, 14 of the proteins that

did not yield motifs belong to structural classes for which there is

no prior evidence for sequence-specific DNA-binding activity

(bromodomain, PHD, Sir2, and Zf_CCCH), while another 58 had

no identifiable DNA-binding domain and no prior evidence for

DNA sequence-specific binding activity. Other factors, including

56 TFs that yielded motifs in previous analysis of ChIP-chip data

(MacIsaac et al. 2006), may not have yielded motifs in our PBM

survey as our criteria for acceptance of PBM-derived motifs may

have been overly conservative. In addition, some TFs may not

have been folded properly or may require protein partners, small

molecule cofactors, post-translational modifications, particular

buffer conditions, or a native chromatin context for sequence-

specific DNA binding.

For each TF, from the PBM signal intensity data we calculated

the relative sequence preferences, using an enrichment score (E-

score) that ranges from �0.5 to 0.5 for each of more than 2.3

million gapped and ungapped 8-mers spanning the full affinity

range from highest affinity to nonspecific sequences (Berger et al.

2006). These high-resolution k-mer binding profiles provide vastly

more comprehensive binding specificity data than had been

identified previously. In order to examine the landscape of se-

quence specificity across our entire data set, we performed two-

dimensional clustering of the TFs’ k-mer binding profiles (Fig. 1A;

Supplemental Fig. S3). In general, the binding profiles of TFs of the

same DNA-binding domain structural class were more similar to

each other than to the profiles of TFs from different structural

classes.

Despite the fact that PBM k-mer data provide greater depth on

the relative sequence preferences of TFs than do position weight

matrices (PWMs) (Berger et al. 2008), in order to represent these

DNA-binding specificities compactly, we constructed PWM-based

motif representations using our Seed-and-Wobble algorithm

(Berger et al. 2006) (Fig. 1B; Supplemental Fig. S4). For most pre-

viously characterized TFs, and in particular for the most well-

known TFs, our PBM-derived motifs matched their previously

known motifs (Supplemental Table S2). Consistent with prior

knowledge of how proteins with a Zn2Cys6 (‘‘Gal4-type’’) DNA-

binding domain can dimerize and interact with DNA (Reece and

Ptashne 1993; Liang et al. 1996; Mamane et al. 1998), most TFs

with a Zn2Cys6 DNA-binding domain have very similar half-site

preferences, and appear to derive much of their specificities from

the lengths of the degenerate spacers separating their half-sites.

However, we found that not all Zn2Cys6 proteins bind CGG trip-

lets; Rsc3 and Rsc30 appear to bind CGCGCGC and CGCGCGCGCG

motifs, respectively.

We report experimentally determined DNA-binding site

motifs for 30 known or predicted TFs lacking any prior motif data,

and motifs for 11 additional TFs that have only consensus

sequences reported in the literature. Among the 30 TFs we char-

acterized that had no previously known DNA-binding specifici-

ties were 21 putative TFs, including many of unknown function.
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Interestingly, we observed sequence-specific DNA-binding prefer-

ences by the non-histone chromatin proteins Nhp6A (Fig. 1B) and

Nhp6B (Supplemental Fig. S4), neither of which previously had

been thought to have sequence-specific DNA-binding activity

(Giavara et al. 2005). We confirmed the specificities of a subset of

these novel TFs for their PBM-derived DNA-binding sequences by

electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs) (Supplemental Fig. S5).

We also report direct DNA-binding site motifs for 20 TFs

for which our PBM-derived motifs are substantially different

(CompareACE score < 0.7; Supplemental Table S2) from the motifs

computationally inferred from ChIP-chip data (Harbison et al.

2004; MacIsaac et al. 2006; Morozov and Siggia 2007) or from the

literature, with our PBM-derived motifs being consistent with

motifs of other TFs of the same DNA-binding domain structural

classes. Three additional motifs are partial matches to previously

derived motifs as the PBM motifs appear to be half-sites of ap-

parently homodimeric ChIP-chip-derived motifs. Some of the

ChIP-chip motifs that differ from PBM motifs appear to have

captured a heterodimer. For example, the ChIP-chip-derived motif

for Yox1 appears to contain not only a motif similar to our PBM-

derived Yox1 motif, but also a MADS domain motif; of note, Yox1 is

known to interact with the MADS domain protein Mcm1 (Pramila

et al. 2002). All together we report new, direct DNA-binding spe-

cificities for 50 known or candidate TFs and for eight proteins for

which only a (matching) consensus sequence was previously

known; in total, this corresponds to over a 50% increase in the

number of experimentally determined yeast DNA-binding site

motifs (MacIsaac et al. 2006). Taking together our new PBM-derived

Figure 1. PBM characterization of S. cerevisiae TF DNA-binding specificities. (A) Hierarchical clustering of PBM data over ungapped 8-mer E-scores
determined for 89 yeast TFs. (B) Sequence logos for selected examples of newly discovered yeast TF DNA-binding site motifs.
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motif data with prior motif data in the

literature (MacIsaac et al. 2006; Morozov

and Siggia 2007) or in the TRANSFAC

database (Matys et al. 2003), experi-

mentally determined DNA-binding site

motif data are now available for 173

known or putative yeast TFs (Supple-

mental Table S3).

Analysis of in vivo binding site data
with PBM k-mer data

Beyond looking at similarity between our

PBM-derived motifs and literature motifs,

we investigated the in vivo relevance of

our k-mer data by comparing these data

with ChIP-chip data. ChIP-chip experi-

ments had previously been attempted for

70 of the 89 TFs in our data set as part of

a large-scale survey (Harbison et al. 2004).

We find that our k-mer binding data not

only agree with the results of ChIP-chip

for many TFs, but also aid in in-

terpretation of the ChIP-chip data. Spe-

cifically, we used the k-mer binding data

to calculate a predicted total TF occu-

pancy score for each intergenic region

(Supplemental Methods), ranked all of

the intergenic regions by this score, and

asked whether intergenic regions that

scored well were enriched among the

intergenic regions ‘‘bound’’ in vivo by

ChIP-chip (P < 0.001) (Harbison et al.

2004).

For 33 of the 40 TFs for which we

had both PBM- and ChIP-chip-derived

motifs (Harbison et al. 2004), we ob-

served good agreement (AUC > 0.5, P <

0.05) between the ChIP-chip in vivo data

and our scoring of intergenic regions by

the PBM k-mer data (Fig. 2A). For 20 of

these TFs, scoring of intergenic regions by

the k-mer data yielded better agreement

with the ChIP-chip binding data (Harbison

et al. 2004) than did scoring using the

ChIP-chip-derived motifs (Fig. 2B; Sup-

plemental Methods; Supplemental Fig.

S6). In contrast, for all but five (Mig1, Smp1, Mga1, Rph1, Mig3) of

the 17 TFs that did not yield ChIP-chip motifs (MacIsaac et al. 2006),

the k-mer-derived potential target genes were not enriched within

the ChIP-chip bound regions (Harbison et al. 2004) (AUC > 0.5, P <

0.05); this suggests that the direct targets of those 12 TFs were not

enriched in those ChIP-chip data sets (Supplemental Fig. S6).

The high-resolution nature of the PBM data presented an

opportunity to reanalyze the ChIP-chip data (Harbison et al. 2004)

and the subsequent improved regulatory map published by

MacIsaac et al. (2006) for how well the in vivo binding data fit

a model of direct TF–DNA binding. Previous computational anal-

yses of those ChIP-chip data were performed using computation-

ally inferred PWMs learned from those same ChIP-chip data

(Harbison et al. 2004; MacIsaac et al. 2006; Tanay 2006). In con-

trast, the PBM data were generated by a direct biochemical ap-

proach, independent of the ChIP-chip experiments, and thus aid

in annotation of direct targets.

We reanalyzed the individual targets identified as ‘‘bound’’ in

vivo to investigate whether they are likely to be bound directly by

the TFs or indirectly via interaction with other proteins. Pre-

viously, MacIsaac et al. (2006) identified a set of high-confidence

binding sites, which they defined as those containing motif

matches that were bound by the corresponding factor at P < 0.001.

We refer to those sites as that study’s ‘‘direct’’ targets, and those

bound by the corresponding factor at P < 0.001, but not identified

by MacIsaac et al. (2006) as containing a motif match as their

‘‘indirect’’ targets. We scanned each of the ‘‘bound’’ intergenic

regions for the presence of at least one k-mer at E > 0.45 (Berger

et al. 2008), and annotated any such intergenic regions as ‘‘direct’’

targets according to k-mer matches and any bound intergenic

Figure 2. PBM k-mer binding profiles in most cases correspond well with ChIP-chip binding data. (A)
For 33 of the 40 TFs for which we had both PBM- and ChIP-chip-derived motifs (Harbison et al. 2004),
the PBM k-mer-derived potential targets were significantly enriched (AUC > 0.5, P < 0.05) among the
ChIP-chip ‘‘bound’’ regions, showing good agreement between the ChIP-chip in vivo data and our
scoring of genes based on the in vitro PBM k-mer data. (B) For 11 out of 40 TFs, intergenic regions
scored by the PBM 8-mer data are more highly enriched (>5% improvement in AUC; all PBM AUC P-
values are <0.05) among the ChIP-chip ‘‘bound’’ regions as compared with those scored by the ChIP-
chip-derived motif.
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regions not containing at least one k-mer at E > 0.45 as ‘‘indirect’’

targets. Using an E-score threshold rather than a continuous oc-

cupancy score in this analysis provides a consistent way to de-

termine sets of target intergenic regions across TFs for comparison

with the discrete sets of target intergenic regions reported in the

ChIP-chip results (Harbison et al. 2004). This resulted in our

reassignment of 682 intergenic regions that previously had been

classified as direct targets according to the MacIsaac et al. (2006)

regulatory map, rather as potentially being indirect targets (Fig. 3).

Moreover, this suggests that 653 bound intergenic regions that

previously had not been classified as high-confidence target sites,

according to MacIsaac and colleagues, may actually be direct tar-

gets for one of these 40 TFs (Fig. 3). Using this same approach to

analyze an additional 17 TFs that had at least 10 bound intergenic

regions (P < 0.001) (Harbison et al. 2004), but for which MacIsaac

et al. (2006) had not derived motifs from the ChIP-chip data, we

annotated 279 out of a total of 852 binding instances as direct

targets at E > 0.45 (Supplemental Table S4).

These comparisons highlight the complementary nature of

the in vivo ChIP-chip and in vitro PBM data and the value of an

integrated analysis for an improved distinction of direct versus

indirect binding events. For example, the previously inferred

ChIP-chip motifs for Fhl1 and Sfp1 (MacIsaac et al. 2006) appear to

actually be matches to the Rap1 binding-site motif instead of

reflecting their own respective DNA-binding specificities. Thus,

some intergenic regions annotated by MacIsaac and colleagues as

direct targets of Fhl1 or Sfp1 may actually be indirectly associated

with those factors by interactions with Rap1. For other TFs, the

large numbers of reannotated sites may be due to sensitivity to the

PBM E-score threshold used. Since some TFs might utilize lower

affinity DNA-binding sites than others, the use of different

thresholds for different TFs may provide a more accurate distinc-

tion between direct and indirect binding sites; reannotation

results at different E-score thresholds are shown in Supplemental

Figure S7. For TFs for which relatively many intergenic regions

previously annotated as indirect targets were reannotated as direct

targets, the ChIP-chip-derived motif may not have accurately

reflected the binding specificities of those factors (e.g., see earlier

discussion of Yox1). In other cases, the PBM data suggest that

a wider diversity of sequences may be recognized by a factor than

is represented by the ChIP-chip motif, and thus, that more targets

contain these additional preferred sequences.

Effects of transcription factor perturbations on potential target
genes

To begin to investigate the potential regulatory functions of each

TF, we determined whether its top-ranked potential target genes,

ranked according to the total occupancy score described above

(Supplemental Methods; Supplemental Table S5), are over-repre-

sented for particular functional categories (Supplemental Table S6)

(Tavazoie et al. 1999; Hughes et al. 2000a; Robinson et al. 2002).

Function predictions using our k-mer binding data for previously

characterized TFs generally were supported by the literature

(Supplemental Fig. S8). However, DNA-binding specificity data

alone cannot identify which particular binding-site sequence

occurrences serve a regulatory role in vivo and which corre-

sponding potential target genes are actually regulated by a TF.

Therefore, to further investigate the potential regulatory

effects of these PBM-derived DNA-binding sites, we examined the

effects of genetic perturbations (deletion, overexpression, or other

gain-of-function or loss-of-function mutants) of the TFs on their

PBM-derived potential target genes. For each gene expression

microarray data set, we applied our CRACR algorithm (McCord

et al. 2007) to determine whether potential target genes are sig-

nificantly enriched among the up- or down-regulated genes in any

of the gene expression arrays. In all, we considered 256 expression

data sets for TF perturbation yeast strains that were available for 79

of the 89 TFs.

Significant effects of TF perturbations on their PBM-predicted

target genes were found in many cases, and such support for the

predicted target genes was found just as often for TFs with novel or

significantly different motifs as for TFs

with well-known motifs (Supplemental

Table S7). Specifically, we found that the

potential target genes of 44 of these 79

TFs were enriched at a conservative sig-

nificance threshold (CRACR area statistic

$ 0.095, P # 5 3 10�4) for being either

up- or down-regulated in a corresponding

TF perturbation strain. Twenty of these

44 TFs correspond to those for which our

PBM-derived motif is substantially differ-

ent (CompareACE score < 0.7) from the

motif computationally inferred (MacIsaac

et al. 2006) from the ChIP-chip data

(Harbison et al. 2004) or from the litera-

ture consensus sequence, and another 14

of these 44 TFs correspond to those for

which we newly report direct DNA-

binding site motifs. For example, the

potential target genes of Ypr015c, a puta-

tive protein of unknown function, are

significantly enriched (CRACR area sta-

tistic = 0.12, P = 6.1 3 10�10) among

genes down-regulated in a YPR015C

overexpression strain (Chua et al. 2006).

More case examples for specific TFs are

Figure 3. Reclassification of TF occupancy at ChIP-chip ‘‘bound’’ (P < 0.001) intergenic regions as
likely being due to direct DNA-binding sites versus indirect association of the TF with the DNA. Blue bars
above the horizontal axis for each TF indicate the number of ChIP-chip bound intergenic regions that
were previously called ‘‘indirect’’ (i.e., the regions do not contain a good match to the ChIP-chip motif
as determined by MacIsaac et al. (2006) that are reclassified as potential ‘‘direct’’ TF targets by PBM data
(i.e., the regions contain a PBM k-mer with an E-score > 0.45). Red bars below the axis indicate the
number of intergenic regions previously annotated as ‘‘direct’’ targets by MacIsaac et al. (2006) that are
reclassified as potential sites of indirect TF association according to the PBM data (i.e., the regions do
not contain any k-mers with E-score > 0.45).
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provided in the following sections. The lack of enrichment for the

other 35 TFs might indicate that those TFs did not exert a strong

regulatory effect in the profiled conditions, that there exist at least

partially functionally redundant TFs, or that the gene expression

effects are predominantly due to secondary effects of the per-

turbed TFs. Support for the potential target genes of several addi-

tional TFs came from expression data on perturbations of genes

with which they exhibit genetic interactions (Supplemental Table

S7). Further experiments will be needed to validate our predictions

for those cases where in vivo TF binding data and gene expression

data on TF deletion or mutant TF strains are not available.

Sequence-specific DNA binding by Rsc3 and Rsc30,
components of the RSC chromatin remodeling complex

RSC is an essential 15-subunit ATP-dependent chromatin remod-

eling complex that repositions nucleosomes (Cairns et al. 1996,

1999). Two subunits of this RSC complex, Rsc3 and Rsc30, are

Zn2Cys6 proteins that previously had been hypothesized to rec-

ognize specific sequences and thus help target this important

regulatory complex to specific genes (Wilson et al. 2006). In line

with this hypothesis, we observed sequence-specific binding by

these factors in PBM experiments and determined novel DNA-

binding site motifs for them (Fig. 1B; Supplemental Fig. S4).

ChIP-chip data on in vivo occupancy by RSC support the

model that in vivo genomic binding of the RSC complex is con-

ferred by the Rsc3/30 sequence preferences that we have identi-

fied. ChIP-chip data are available for the Rsc1 and Rsc2 isoforms of

the RSC complex from separate ChIP experiments on five sub-

units, namely, Rsc1, Rsc2, Rsc3, Rsc8, and Sth1 (Ng et al. 2002). In

all five of these data sets, we found that the intergenic regions that

scored well by the k-mer data for Rsc3, and separately for Rsc30, are

highly enriched among intergenic regions occupied in vivo

(Supplemental Table S8). The potential target regions of Rsc3 and

Rsc30 are also enriched among the intergenic regions occupied by

Rsc9 in four different environmental conditions (Damelin et al.

2002).

Furthermore, analysis of gene expression microarray data

revealed that the potential target genes of Rsc3 and Rsc30 are

enriched among the genes that are differentially expressed when

Rsc3 or Rsc30 were perturbed. In a RSC3 temperature-sensitive

mutant strain (Angus-Hill et al. 2001) in which RSC3 itself is up-

regulated, we found that Rsc39s potential target genes are enriched

among down-regulated genes (CRACR area statistic = 0.110, P =

1.41 3 10�6). In a RSC30 deletion strain (Angus-Hill et al. 2001),

Rsc30’s potential target genes are enriched among down-regulated

genes (CRACR area statistic = 0.099, P = 1.70 3 10�4). Consistent

with these findings, CRACR analysis of gene expression data per-

formed on a RSC30 overexpressor strain (Chua et al. 2006),

in which RSC3 is up-regulated, revealed that the potential

target genes of Rsc3 are enriched (CRACR area statistic = 0.0986,

P = 7.87 3 10�4) among the repressed genes. These data support the

model that Rsc3 and Rsc30 may sometimes have opposite func-

tions (Angus-Hill et al. 2001).

Finally, Rsc3 and Rsc30 are required for regulation of genes

that regulate cell wall integrity (Angus-Hill et al. 2001). Consistent

with these findings, we observed that the PBM-derived potential

target genes of Rsc3 are highly enriched for various functional

annotation terms pertaining to the cell wall and cell wall function

(Supplemental Table S6). In addition, Ng et al. (2002) found that

RSC targets several gene classes, including histones. Consistent

with that result, we found that Rsc3’s PBM-derived potential target

genes are also highly enriched for various functional categories of

genes pertaining to chromatin remodeling (Supplemental Table

S6). Taken together, all of these analyses support the model that

Rsc3 and Rsc30 target the RSC complex to relevant classes of genes

through the sequence preferences discovered in our PBM experi-

ments.

Two newly discovered PAC-binding factors associated with
regulation of rRNA processing genes

The PAC and RRPE motifs are highly over-represented in the up-

stream regions of rRNA processing and transcription genes

(Hughes et al. 2000a), and exhibit significant correlation with

their expression (Pilpel et al. 2001). While an RRPE-binding factor,

Stb3, has recently been described (Liko et al. 2007), the identity of

a PAC-binding factor had remained unknown. Two of our novel

TFs’ DNA-binding site motifs are extremely good matches to the

well-known PAC motif (Dequard-Chablat et al. 1991), and we now

refer to these proteins of previously unknown function as ‘‘PAC-

binding factor 1’’ (Pbf1; also known as Ybl054w) and ‘‘PAC-bind-

ing factor 2’’ (Pbf2; also known as Dot6, or Yer088c). By identifying

Pbf1 and Pbf2 as PAC-binding factors, we have thus bridged

a long-standing knowledge gap in the regulation of ribosome

biogenesis. As expected given its recognition of the PAC motif, the

genes predicted to have the highest occupancy by Pbf1 and Pbf2

are highly enriched for the Gene Ontology (GO) Biological Process

terms ‘‘ribosome biogenesis’’ (P = 2.81 3 10�8 and 2.29 3 10�7,

respectively, Bonferroni-corrected) and ‘‘rRNA processing’’ (P =

8.28 3 10�6 and 2.40 3 10�3, respectively, Bonferroni-corrected)

(Supplemental Table S6).

Experimental testing of these newly discovered TFs supports

their involvement in regulation of rRNA processing genes. Con-

sistent with prior studies of the association of the PAC motif with

stress-induced changes in gene expression (Tavazoie et al. 1999;

Causton et al. 2001; Pilpel et al. 2001), CRACR predicted that Pbf1

and Pbf2 regulate rRNA processing genes in a number of stress

conditions in which ribosome biosynthesis is repressed, including

in heat shock (CRACR P = 4.9 3 10�11 and 1.7 3 10�11, re-

spectively). Therefore, we performed Affymetrix gene expression

profiling of the single deletion mutants Dpbf1 and Dpbf2, the

double deletion mutant Dpbf1Dpbf2, and the isogenic wild-type

strain upon heat-shock treatment. We found that the potential

target genes of Pbf1 and Pbf2 are significantly repressed (CRACR

P < 10�12) during heat shock in wild-type and in the Dpbf1 and

Dpbf2 single deletion strains, and that this repression is di-

minished in the Dpbf1Dpbf2 double deletion strain (Fig. 4A; Sup-

plemental S9). Consistent with the literature (Gasch et al. 2000),

we found that during heat shock, rRNA processing genes are

down-regulated (Supplemental Table S9). Importantly, we found

that rRNA processing genes (GO ID 0006364) that contain at least

one k-mer at a conservative threshold of E $ 0.45 (Berger et al.

2008) for either Pbf1 or Pbf2 within 600 bp upstream of translational

Start are significantly derepressed in Dpbf1 (P = 4.37 3 10�13, two-

tailed paired Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test) and in Dpbf2 (P = 3.19 3

10�25, as above), and even more so in the Dpbf1Dpbf2 double de-

letion strain (P = 4.41 3 10�26, as above) (Fig. 4B).

We used chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by

quantitative PCR (ChIP-qPCR) to measure the association of Pbf1

and Pbf2 under heat shock to the promoter regions of five rRNA

processing genes—SAS10, NOP2, MTR4, KRR1, and ERBI—which

contain the PAC motif, and as a negative control we used ENO2,

which is not involved in rRNA processing and does not contain
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a PAC site in its promoter region. We found that after heat shock,

Pbf2 bound significantly (P < 0.01, Student’s t-test) to all five of

these rRNA processing genes’ promoters, and not to ENO2 (Fig.

4C). Similarly, Pbf1 bound significantly to most of these pro-

moters, although to a lesser degree. Quantitative RT-PCR data in-

dicated that all five of these rRNA processing genes are normally

repressed during heat shock, but that they are all significantly

derepressed (P < 0.05, Student’s t-test) in the Dpbf1Dpbf2 double

deletion strain (Fig. 4D). The derepression appeared to be greater

in Dpbf2 than in Dpbf1, but the derepression was statistically sig-

nificant for only one of these five genes in the Dpbf2 single de-

letion mutant. Taking all of these data

together, we conclude that both Pbf1 and

Pbf2 coregulate rRNA processing genes

upon heat shock, with Pbf2 apparently

playing a greater role.

Prediction of transcription factor
condition-specific regulatory roles

Condition-specific binding-site usage is

a vital aspect of TF function (Simon et al.

2001; Harbison et al. 2004). While ChIP-

chip provides a ‘‘snapshot’’ of what ge-

nomic regions are occupied in vivo by

a TF either directly or indirectly in the

particular examined condition(s), PBM

data provide information on the in-

herent, direct DNA-binding preferences

of a protein. Therefore, we applied our

CRACR algorithm (McCord et al. 2007) to

the potential target genes of these 89 S.

cerevisiae TFs in order to generate specific

hypotheses about the condition-specific

binding-site utilization and functions of

these TFs, considering the environmental

and cellular conditions represented in

1693 publicly available microarray gene

expression data sets (Supplemental Tables

S10, S11). Some of these CRACR pre-

dictions have been experimentally vali-

dated. Using ChIP-qPCR, we validated

our CRACR predictions of condition-

specific Rap1 binding site usage after di-

amide treatment (Supplemental Fig. S10).

In addition, CRACR predicted that Pbf1

and Pbf2 coregulate rRNA processing

genes in heat shock (Fig. 4; Supplemental

Table S10).

The CRACR results from analysis of

1693 conditions suggested condition-

specific regulation by additional pre-

viously uncharacterized TFs in conditions

including sporulation, carbohydrate me-

tabolism, and stress. The predicted con-

ditions could be used to direct future in

vivo experiments in cases where previous

experiments may have failed because the

yeast were grown in conditions in which

the TF of interest does not bind its target

sites. For example, a prior Tbs1 ChIP-chip

experiment (Harbison et al. 2004) was

performed on yeast grown only in YPD rich media conditions in the

absence of stress, while CRACR suggests that Tbs1 regulates its

target genes in sodium chloride and heat-shock stress conditions.

Identification of potential coregulatory transcription factors

To identify sets of TFs that may exhibit similar regulatory effects

on their target genes over various conditions, we performed two-

dimensional hierarchical clustering of the 89 TFs according to their

CRACR statistics across all 1693 microarray expression data sets

(Fig. 5A; Supplemental Fig. S11). This CRACR clustering analysis

Figure 4. Pbf1 and Pbf2 regulate rRNA processing genes. (A) Predicted target genes of Pbf1 and Pbf2
are significantly repressed (CRACR P < 10�12) after 20 min heat shock (shift from 25°C to 37°C) in wild-
type, Dpbf1, and Dpbf2 strains, but not in the Dpbf1Dpbf2 double deletion strain, in Affymetrix gene
expression profiling of triplicate biological replicate cultures. (B) Box plots indicating expression
changes of rRNA processing genes containing at least one k-mer at E $ 0.45 after 20 min heat shock in
wild-type, Dpbf1, Dpbf2, and Dpbf1Dpbf2 strains, in the expression data from A. (C) Pbf1 and Pbf2
associate in vivo with the promoter regions of the rRNA processing genes SAS10, NOP2, MTR4, KRR1,
and ERB1. ChIP-qPCR was performed on cells treated with 5-min heat shock, at predicted target sites in
their upstream regions, and at a negative control region upstream of ENO2. Binding fold-enrichment
was defined as the ratio of PCR product in ‘‘IP’’ versus ‘‘INPUT,’’ using an open reading frame free region
on chromosome V as an internal normalization control. Error bars indicate 1 SD from triplicate bi-
ological replicate cultures (*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; two-sided Student’s t-test). (D) Expression ratio of
rRNA processing genes after heat shock. RT-qPCR data were generated for either untreated yeast or
yeast treated with 20-min heat shock. Gene expression was normalized relative to ACT1 as an internal
normalization control. Error bars indicate 1 SD from triplicate biological replicate cultures (*P < 0.05;
**P < 0.01; two-sided Student’s t-test compared with wild type).
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provides different information from clustering the TFs’ own gene

expression patterns, as it identifies the conditions in which the

TFs’ potential target genes are differentially expressed rather than

when the TFs themselves are differentially expressed. This clus-

tering analysis also provides different information than an anal-

ysis of overlap in the sets of intergenic regions bound in ChIP-chip

(Harbison et al. 2004), where binding events could involve either

direct DNA binding or indirect DNA associations by the TFs.

Expression conditions in general segregated according to

general functional categories, and various sets of TFs have similar

regulatory associations across conditions. The largest pattern in

the CRACR clustering heatmap includes numerous TFs generally

involved in stress response that appear to regulate their genes in

response to various stress conditions. Using Pbf1, Pbf2, and Stb3 as

a guide because of their DNA-binding site motifs’ known co-

regulatory associations (Hughes et al. 2000a; Pilpel et al. 2001; Beer

Figure 5. Analysis of TFs’ regulatory associations and coregulatory factors. (A) Two-dimensional hierarchical clustering of 89 TFs (rows) according to
their CRACR statistics across 1693 expression conditions (columns). (B) Examples of predicted coregulatory TFs from A with distinct motifs, and their 8-
mer binding profile correlations. Clusters annotations are derived from the literature and functional predictions from this study. A high-resolution
heatmap with full labeling is available in Supplemental Fig. S11, S12.
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and Tavazoie 2004), we considered all TF clusters with equal or

greater CRACR profile similarity as that of the Pbf1/Pbf2/Stb3

cluster, as groups of putative coregulatory TFs (Fig. 5B; Supple-

mental Fig. S12). At this threshold, 14 of 18 TFs predicted to be

involved in drug response according to over-represented annota-

tion terms among their potential target genes (Supplemental Table

S6) clustered together in cluster C3 (Supplemental Fig. S12); these

include the novel candidate drug response TFs Asg1 and Ykl222c

as well as the known drug response TF Yrr1. While some clusters,

such as C11, identified coregulatory TFs that have very similar

k-mer binding profiles, other clusters identified coregulatory TFs

with distinct motifs (Fig. 5B; Supplemental Fig. S12). Such hy-

potheses about potential coregulation can be used to direct future

in vivo experimentation on yeast gene regulatory networks.

Discussion
This study provides both comprehensive binding specificity data

for many known and newly identified TFs and a framework for

identifying all yeast DNA-binding proteins and predicting their

regulatory roles. The use of experimentally determined, compre-

hensive k-mer binding data to identify candidate cis regulatory

elements and to predict candidate target genes is novel not only in

the depth of experimentally measured TF binding specificity data,

but also in tactical approaches for scoring genomic sequence for its

regulatory potential. We expect that these yeast data will serve as

a valuable model system for developing new, k-mer-based

approaches for modeling transcriptional regulatory networks.

Since PBM data correlate with DNA-binding affinities (Berger et al.

2006), in the future, the methods and data presented here could be

adapted to explore differences in the usage of binding sites of

different affinities between TFs or in different cellular or envi-

ronmental conditions. Finally, although many challenges exist in

the identification of cis regulatory elements in higher eukaryotes

because of their frequently more distant regulatory regions and

greater combinatorial regulatory mechanisms, the approaches

described in this study could be integrated with additional strat-

egies, such as phylogenetic footprinting, nucleosome occupancy

data, high-resolution ChIP-chip, or ChIP-seq, in order to identify

trans regulatory factors, to predict their cis regulatory elements and

target genes, and to distinguish their directly bound and indirectly

associated regulatory sites in genomes.

Methods

Cloning, expression, and purification of S. cerevisiae TFs
We cloned the 245 full-length ORFs and 99 DBDs into Gateway-
compatibleEntryandDestinationvectors,pDONR201orpDONR221,
and pDEST-GST (Braun et al. 2002), as described previously (Hu et al.
2007).A separate,partially-redundant setof118DBDswereagenerous
gift from Tim Hughes (University of Toronto, Ontario, Canada) and
Jason Lieb (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill). Thus, our final
clone collection includes 245 ORFs as full-length constructs, and 208
as DBDs. We did not pursue cloning of DBDs if the Pfam-annotated
DBDs spanned >80% of the full-length protein, or in some cases, if
careful manual inspection indicated that these were not likely DBDs
based on their descriptions (e.g., bromodomain).

Protein production

For all 245 full-length TF and 208 DBD clones, we performed high-
throughput overexpression in E. coli cultures and subsequent af-

finity purification using glutathione resin in 96-well plates, es-
sentially as described previously (Hu et al. 2007). For each purified
protein we performed Western blots to assess quality and to ap-
proximate its concentration. Overall, this resulted in 246 non-
redundant TFs.

Protein-binding microarrays (PBMs)

We constructed microarrays covering all 10-bp sequence variants
(Berger et al. 2006; Philippakis et al. 2008) by converting high-
density single-stranded oligonucleotide arrays to double-stranded
DNA arrays (Berger et al. 2006; Berger and Bulyk 2009). Using
these universal arrays, we measured the relative preferences of a TF
for all possible contiguous 8-mers, as well as gapped 8-mers
spanning up to 10 total positions. The new array designs we de-
veloped for this study also included typically 32-fold redundancy
for all non-palindromic 8-mers consisting of two 4-bp half-sites
separated by spacers from 1 to 12 bp in length; we added this array
design feature to allow us to capture the sequence preferences of
TFs with long or gapped recognition motifs, such as members of
the Zn2Cys6 structural class (i.e., ‘‘Gal4-type’’ motifs).

Identification of DNA-binding specificities

Every nonpalindromic 8-mer occurs on at least 32 spots in each
chamber of our universal PBM. Because of this redundancy, we are
able to provide a robust estimate of the relative preference of a TF
for every contiguous and gapped 8-mer that is covered on our
array. Here, for each 8-mer, we provide the median normalized
signal intensity and a rank-based statistical enrichment score
(E-score). Median normalized signal intensity refers to the median
normalized signal intensity for the set of probes containing
a match to each 8-mer (usually ;32 probes). Our E-score is a rank-
based, nonparametric statistical measure that has been described
previously in detail (Berger et al. 2006) and ranges from +0.5 (most
favored) to �0.5 (most disfavored). We applied our ‘‘Seed-and-
Wobble’’ algorithm to derive position weight matrices (PWMs)
from universal array PBM data (Berger et al. 2006; Berger and Bulyk
2009). All PBM data are publicly available via the UniPROBE da-
tabase (Newburger and Bulyk 2009).

Comparison of PBM motifs

We used CompareACE (Hughes et al. 2000a) to compare our 89
PBM-derived motifs against a list of 4282 PWMs for previously
published motifs. We required a minimum CompareACE motif
similarity score of 0.7 to consider motifs as matching.

Identification and scoring of potential target genes using PBM
k-mer data

A predicted total occupancy score for a given TF was calculated for
the upstream promoter region of each gene by summing the
background-subtracted median PBM signal intensities for each
overlapping 8-mer, considering all those 8-mers at E $ 0.35, over
the sequence up to 600 bp upstream of translation start. The
median value of the median intensities over all 8-mers was used as
a measure of the background signal and was subtracted from each
individual 8-mer’s intensity before summation. For most analyses,
the total occupancy score was used to rank genes according to
their likelihood of being TF target genes. The top 200 scoring genes
were considered for analysis of functional category enrichment
among a TF’s potential target genes. We utilized our CRACR algo-
rithm essentially as described previously (McCord et al. 2007), ex-
cept here, genes were first ranked by the predicted total occupancy
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of the sequence up to 600 bp upstream of its translational start site
by a TF as described above.

Analysis of ChIP-chip data

All yeast intergenic regions (IGRs) were scored using PBM 8-mer
data as described above for each TF, except that in this case the
entire IGR length was scored, rather than only 600 bp upstream of
translation start. This enabled a direct comparison between scores
derived from PBM data and those measured from ChIP-chip
experiments, in which the entire IGR was included on the array.
Target IGR sets for each TF were defined as IGRs bound by the TF in
a ChIP-chip experiment at P < 0.001 in any experimental condi-
tion, as reported by the authors of that study (Harbison et al.
2004). TFs were excluded from the analysis if fewer than 10 IGRs
were bound at P < 0.001 in the ChIP-chip data. An area under the
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC statistic) was
then calculated by comparing the PBM-derived ranks of IGRs
within the ChIP-chip ‘‘bound’’ IGRs (foreground set, or ‘‘class 1’’)
to the ranks of the rest of the yeast IGRs (background set, or ‘‘class
0’’). For comparison, ChIP-chip-derived motifs, if available, were
used to rank the IGRs as well. ScanACE (Roth et al. 1998; Hughes
et al. 2000b) was used to score ChIP-chip motif matches in all yeast
IGRs at a threshold of 2 SD below the mean motif score. If multiple
matches occurred within an IGR, these scores were summed to
obtain a final score for each IGR. The resulting ChIP-chip IGR
ranking was then used to calculate an AUC statistic comparing the
ChIP-chip-derived ranks for ChIP-chip target IGRs versus back-
ground IGRs.

EMSAs

Sixty-nucleotide EMSA probes were designed such that the 59 40-
nt sequence corresponds to a putative target intergenic region in
the yeast genome and contains the predicted DNA-binding site,
and the next 20 nt corresponds to a common priming sequence at
the 39 end that can anneal to a universal biotinylated primer.
Primer extensions reactions were performed in order to convert
the single-stranded probes to double-stranded probes. Approxi-
mately 5 nM DNA probe and ;0.2 mM protein were used in each
reaction.

Yeast strains and growth conditions

BY4741, Dpbf1, and Dpbf2 were purchased from Open Biosystems.
The Dpbf1Dpbf2 double deletion mutant was generated by
replacing PBF2 with URA3 by homologous recombination in the
Dpbf1 background. PCR epitope tagging was used to generate yeast
strains with a 3xHA (hemagglutinin) N-terminal epitope tag using
plasmid pMPY-3xHA. All yeast were grown in standard yeast YPD
medium if not otherwise specified.

Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) and quantitative PCR
(qPCR)

We carried out chromatin immunoprecipitation as described pre-
viously (Aparicio et al. 2005) with minor modifications. Three
independent cultures were grown in parallel in order to carry out
triplicate biological replicates for ChIP assays. Cells were then
subjected to heat-shock treatment, i.e., growth temperature shifted
from 25°C to 37°C, for 5 min, prior to fixation with 1% form-
aldehyde for 20 min. qPCRs were performed using iQ SYBR
Green SuperMix (Bio-Rad) on an iCycler real-time PCR thermo-
cycler.

Gene expression profiling and quantitative RT-PCR (RT-qPCR)

Three independent cultures of the BY4741, Dpbf1, Dpbf2, and
Dpbf1Dpbf2 strains were grown in parallel in order to carry out
triplicate biological replicates. Cells were then subjected to heat-
shock treatment, i.e., growth temperature shifted from 25°C to
37°C, for 20 min, and subsequently spun down and flash-frozen at
�80°C. RNA was extracted and purified using Qiagen RNeasy Mini
kit with DNase I treatment. Gene expression profiling was per-
formed using Affymetrix Yeast Genome 2.0 GeneChip oligonu-
cleotide arrays essentially according to Affymetrix protocols.
Microarray data were analyzed as described previously (Choe et al.
2005). We imposed a false discovery rate (FDR) of 0.0001 as the
cut-off value to identify differentially expressed genes. Microarray
data were deposited into the GEO database under accession
number GSE13684. GO term enrichment analysis was performed
by applying FuncAssociate (Berriz et al. 2003) on lists of differen-
tially expressed genes ordered by their expression ratio. RT-qPCR
reactions were performed essentially as described above.
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